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 Background: Crisis management is one of the most essential measures in this 
regard. It is a dynamic and well-considered process practiced before, during, and 
after crisis. Objective: Necessity of a comprehensive perception toward natural 
disasters and the resulted catastrophes is felt more than before considering ever-
increasing process of population growth and density in urban districts of the 
developing countries especially crowded cities as well as those areas vulnerable 
against earthquake. Results: According to researches of Ministry of Housing and 
Urban Development in its national physical plan, 50% of Iran urbanized population 
live in districts encountering highest rate of earthquake risk. Due to closeness of 
Tabriz historical city to an active fault, it is regarded as one of the earthquake-prone 
cities of Iran. Therefore, old texture and high population density emphasizes on 
importance of study and research about vulnerability against natural disasters. 
Conclusion: To manage crisis in the understudy district, the present study 
considered earthquake-prone potential of Tabriz in order to offer ideal plans to 

manage the natural disasters relying on a substantial and logical attitude. Finally, 
 further suggests are recommended. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

A brief glance on human life history makes it clear that human encountered and tolerated several disasters, 
losses, and damages during his life. However, human has tried to overcome crisis and release from problems. 
Natural disasters are phenomena threatening human life during all times. At urban districts, conventional 
detrimental effects resulting from natural disasters include an integration of physical destructions and 
dysfunction of urban elements including collapse of residential buildings and structures, accesses and ways 
networks such as bridges and roads, essential installations like water reservoirs, power stations, telephone, 
electricity, water and gas piping [1]. Human emergencies are another aspect of crisis and high rate of causalities 
is observed in crowded and dense areas. Unexpected nature of most natural disasters, necessity of making 
immediate and sound decisions, and execution of operations as well as fundamental and theoretical bases has led 
to a discipline known as “crisis management”. Tabriz- a city with dense population and complex urban 
structure- encounters irretrievable losses in every natural or artificial disaster and leaves mal-effects on activities 
of the country in general. Evidently, crisis proper management is the only way to prevent incidence of such 
events and reduce life and financial losses because natural disasters and lack of appropriate managerial planning 
have led to several life and financial losses in the district [2]. 

 In case of any crisis in Tabriz, it will certainly experience the highest rate of life and financial losses due to 
its old textures and high population density. Therefore, the present study tries to evaluate incidence probability 
of post-earthquake events and crisis time management in Tabriz. 
 
The understudy district: 

Tabriz is located at northwestern Iran in the area of about 140km2 at eastern longitude of 46º, 15' from 
Prime Meridian and northern latitude of 38º, 8' from the meridian.  

Mean altitude of the city is about 1340m. With an area of 131km2, the city is geographically located at 
eastern longitude of 46º, 23' and 46.11′ and northern latitude of 38º, 9' and 38º, 1' with the mean altitude of 
1340m at a plain with the same name. High mountains with the height exceeding 2500m surrounded it from 
north and south. The area is also limited by a low mountainous region from east. Height of the mountains varies 
from 1300 to 1500m [3]. Geologically, the city has been located at an earthquake-prone region. 
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Table 1: Population of Tabriz according to different censuses 

Year  Population  
1890 200,000 
1966 403,000 
1976 598,000 
1986 971,000 
1996 1,191,000 
2005 1,400,000 

 
Geographical location: 

Tabriz has been located in a mountainous district. Altimetry and topographic factors demonstrate that 
Tabriz has been located at high levels of 1300-2000m. From altimetry viewpoint, the city is divided into three 
parts [4]: 

1. Central and western parts located at high level of 1300-1400m devastated by this natural destructive 
disaster [4]. 

2.  Eastern and southern parts created at high level of 1400-1700m. Diagram 4-2 demonstrates slope 
levels of Tabriz. According to the diagram, the maximum and minimum level relate to 0-2% and 25-30%, 
respectively. Main part of Tabriz has been located in a plain with the same name and its surface is flat without 
any teeth. The more the slope, the less the percentage of area allocating to itself. Northern slopes of Sahand 
located at southern Tabriz resulted in more slope direction toward southwestern and southeastern. Flats are 
mainly located in west and southwest and practically limited the city development. West is the only direction to 
develop the city [4].  
 
Geology: 

Cities localization is of special importance from geological viewpoints. The formation which is in direct 
relationship with geological structure and rocks’ components is considered regarding slope, ground texture, type 
of rock and material of the resulted soil, water penetrability, faults, and splits. Accordingly, geological 
properties of Tabriz are studied and demonstrate that it has been located on seismic belt of northern and 
northwestern Iran. Earthquake always threatens Tabriz due to its approaching to Tabriz fault. Therefore, 
Azerbaijan and Tabriz are regarded as earthquake-prone districts of the country. Historical earthquakes 
destroyed the city for several times and left severe life and financial losses have introduced the city as one of the 
earthquake-prone districts of Iran.  

Tabriz fault- a strike-slip fault located at an 8km distance from Tabriz- has the highest rate of seismic 
records within the last 1500 years such that the earthquake occurred in Tabriz and Azerbaijan district in 1721 
has been historically recorded as the most destructive earthquake. It left 250,000 causalities.  
 
Table 2: Destructive earthquakes of Tabriz  

Year  Destruction intensity   Causalities  
858 Whole city destruction  - 
1041 Intense  50,000 
1042 Intense 40,000 
1527 Intense  40,000 
1721 Very intense  250,000 
1779 Intense  100,000 
1780 Intense  40,000 

  
METHODS AND MATERIALS 

 
Selecting the research method, the researcher tries to decide about which method can be used to exactly, 

easily, and quickly help in answering the research questions. It depends on executive facilities, nature, objective, 
and subject of the research [5].  

Considering documentary research about criteria affecting localization of vulnerable districts in crisis, some 
items were prepared as follows: 

1. Distance from dangerous centers such as gas stations and power lines including water, gas, etc. 
2. Distance from first class pass ways and communicative networks (second class main streets with enter 

and exit possibility) 
3. Population density (the higher the population density, the more the losses) 
4. Access to open spaces (the more the access to open spaces, the less the vulnerability) 
5. Topography (the more the ups and downs of the district, the more the vulnerability)  
6. Distance from fault (the far the distance from the earthquake-developing faults, the less the 

vulnerability) 
7. Distance from military centers  
8. Buildings quality  
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9. Distance from hospitals and care centers [6]. 

 
Preparing information layers: 

Considering the mentioned criteria to manage and alleviate crisis losses, it is required to prepare 
information including lands application maps, faults, population density, and etc. Therefore, application map of 
Tabriz urban lands was taken from Housing and urban development department. Then, application of the 
understudy district at GIS environment was separated from the map and used to extract layers of administrative 
and commercial centers, population density, pass ways, buildings quality, and other layers. It should be 
mentioned that faults and topography maps were prepared from East Azerbaijan Natural Resources Department. 
Following standardization, the layers recorded in Weighted Overlay environment using ARC GIS software. 
After modeling, the output layer was prepared [6].  
 
Discussion and conclusion: 

The present study focuses on three main stages of recognition of current conditions, analysis, and plan 
codification. The current conditions were recognized through analysis methods and techniques and analytical 
technique was determined based on major goal and planning approach. Although offering a comprehensive 
approach for cities is not logical, the approaches are regarded as endeavors to prepare against unpredictable 
disasters in the related conditions due to its complex and unpredictable nature. From analysis viewpoint, the 
research has been divided into two parts, i.e. identification of vulnerable criteria and analyzing methods of 
vulnerability intense. There are common criteria and factors leading to vulnerability of urban districts in all 
cities [7]. For instance, access quality of residential units to open spaces has always affected the vulnerability 
rate especially at crisis incidence stage. Regarding vulnerable conditions of the city considering natural 
disasters, therefore, it seems necessary to separate vulnerable areas of the understudy district relying on special 
policies to practice required operations in order to prevent from possible losses threatening the city in crisis. 
Risk taking map of district 8 was prepared using weighted overlap index method. The model output 
demonstrates that only 13.94% of the understudy district has ideal to very ideal conditions, 47.37% of the area is 
on moderate conditions, and 38.69% is on undesirable to very undesirable conditions.  
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